
WORKS COUNCIL  ACT AT A GLANCE

The Works council has two main powers or compentencies; Rendering advice on all existential, financial and 

organisational decisions, and a veto power on regulations concerning secundary terms of employment.

THE CORE

Endorsement   -27- Advice  -25-

Endorsement on a change of regulations concerning Advice on a proposed decision on 

Pensions, profit sharing. Transfer of control.

Working hours and periods of hollidays. Take over of control of another enterprise.

Pay or job grading schemes. Termination of operations or part there off.

Working conditions.  Sick leave. Reduction or expansion of activities.

Staff training. Changes in the organisation.

Staff appraisals. Change in location.

Social work. Recruitment of a group employees.

Complaints procedures. Taking out major loans.

Handling and protection of personal information. Giving security for debts.

Technical equipment, monitoring behaviour. Investments.

Presence or performance. Technological provisions / investments.

Hiring an external consultant.

Primary terms of employment are excluded. It has to be a "major", "significant", "important"

Regulations in a collective labour agreemente prevail. or "non daily" decision 

It has to be a "regulation" that involves a "group" of It has to be a decison management "proposes

emloyees. to make". Not a decision that has already been

made

To make that work, the workscouncil has a toolkit. The request has to meet the following conditions

THE TOOLKIT FORM AND CONTENT 

Information and data   -31- Request has to be in writing

Everyting the WC council reasonably needs

to perform its duties Request has to be on time 

Support  -16- so it can significantly affect the decision

Extenal advice paid for by the employer  

Facilities  -17&18-  Request has to have;

Time for meetings and training plus 60 hours    A summary of the grounds for the decision

Costs -22-    The expected consequences for the employees

Any costs which may reasonably deemed    The measures proposed to deal with the 

necessary    consequences

At least one meeting with management

THE REFEREES 

Homepage If the employers decison does not accord the advice, 

www.petermeijer.nl the Works Council can lodge an Appeal at the Amsterdam Court of

of Appleal. (Ondernemingskamer). The Court can nullify the decision

Consultant to the Works Council For all other differences of opinion the W-C can go to the 

06-53323526 District court

http://www.petermeijer.nl/

